Colors

**Grays**
- **Black**
  - HEX #2A2727
  - Can safely be used over Slightgray, Softwhite and White
- **Charcoal**
  - HEX #5E5557
  - Can safely be used over Softwhite and White
- **Gray**
  - HEX #888888
  - Can be safely used on large text over Softwhite
- **Slightgray**
  - HEX #A39E97
  - Can safely be used over Black
- **Softwhite**
  - HEX #DDDDDD
  - Can safely be used over Charcoal and Black

**Primary**
- **Blue**
  - HEX #7B9CFF
  - HEX #8B7B9B
  - HEX #388E40
  - Can safely be used over Black
- **Purple**
  - HEX #A565FF
  - HEX #9B6BFF
  - HEX #9B6BFF
  - For textual or vibrant accents (graphical)
- **Red**
  - HEX #EB6670
  - HEX #E34440
  - Can safely be used on large text over Softwhite and White

**Secondary**
- **Slime**
  - HEX #E8DBFF
  - HEX #F7C17B
  - Can safely be used over or under Black
- **Stang**
  - HEX #9B6BFF
  - HEX #8B7B9B
  - Can safely be used over or under Black

**Accessible Dark** (for small sizes over Softwhite & Softwhite)
- **Blue-on-white**
  - HEX #327575
  - HEX #295555
- **Purple-on-white**
  - HEX #9461A2
  - HEX #7748B
- **Red-on-white**
  - HEX #DB1E2A
  - HEX #B1030

**Blue-offwhite**
- HEX #E8DBFF
- HEX #F7C17B

**Purple-offwhite**
- HEX #9461A2
- HEX #7748B

**Red-offwhite**
- HEX #DB1E2A
- HEX #B1030